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Politics & Policy
NY state education officials unveil 300-page report on mayoral control. Here’s what they found.
One state lawmaker said the report would be “invaluable” in deliberations over whether and how to extend mayoral control.

By Julian Shen-Berro

 | April 9
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Curriculum and instruction
As eclipse arrives, NYC students and families enjoy a rare learning experience
Some parents pulled their kids out of school as the exceedingly rare phenomenon appeared in New York City’s skies on Monday.

By Julian Shen-Berro

 | April 8
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After 4.8 earthquake shakes New York, schools continue operations as normal
Many schools across the city sent messages to families Friday morning, assuring them that students remained safe.

By Julian Shen-Berro

 | April 5








We show up.
Chalkbeat New York’s reporters go inside classrooms, attend Regents meetings, and more to bring the news you need. Follow along with our daily newsletter.

Email *Sign Me UpBy signing up, you agree to our Privacy Notice and European users agree to the data transfer policy. You may also receive occasional messages from sponsors.
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School Enrollment
9 new schools are headed to NYC this fall. Here’s what to know.
The schools offer a mix of elementary, middle, and high school programs across three boroughs.

By Julian Shen-Berro

 | April 4
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Special education
Lawyers ask for federal monitor at Rikers after inmates say they’re blocked from school
Young adults at Rikers are entitled to attend the Education Department’s East River Academy and work towards a high school diploma or GED.

By Michael Elsen-Rooney

 | April 4
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Chronic Absenteeism
Shelter workers who help families navigate the school system could soon lose their jobs
The staffers play a critical role on the front lines of two colliding crises: the exploding number of students living in homeless shelters, and elevated rates of chronic absenteeism in the wake of the pandemic.

By Michael Elsen-Rooney

 | April 4
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School segregation / integration
NYC 5th graders receive middle school offers, as city considers potential change to admissions process
For many, the Wednesday placements marked the end of the city’s middle school admissions process.

By Julian Shen-Berro

 | April 3
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Curriculum and instruction
Amid a nationwide surge, one NYC high school encourages students to read banned books
At Academy of American Studies in Queens, an English class teaches students about books that have historically faced challenges or bans.

By Julian Shen-Berro

andTanvir Kaur, The Bell

 | April 3
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P.S. Weekly Podcast
LISTEN: A New York chapter on banned books
This episode of P.S. Weekly looks at how a recent national wave of book banning has touched NYC schools. One Queens librarian faced harassment for posting LGBTQ books on social media.

By Amy Zimmer

 | April 3
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Politics & Policy
NYC chancellor makes case in Albany for mayoral control, as budget deadline looms
It’s the second time in recent months that schools Chancellor Banks has made the case in Albany for extending mayoral control

By Julian Shen-Berro

 | April 3
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Budget & finance
NYC Council unveils budget response: restorations to preschool programs, money for school food
Early childhood education programs have seen steep cuts in recent months.

By Julian Shen-Berro

 | April 1
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Special education
Lawsuit seeking makeup services for NYC students with disabilities gets green light from judge
The lawsuit, filed in response to pandemic disruptions to student services, has repeatedly faced legal setbacks. But it might finally move forward following a judge’s decision.

By Alex Zimmerman

 | March 29
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P.S. Weekly Podcast
EVENT: Meet the students and adults behind P.S. Weekly, a new podcast from Chalkbeat and The Bell
Join us on April 17 for a virtual event to hear more about the production team behind the P.S. Weekly podcast and how you can potentially get your voice on the show.

By Amy Zimmer

 | March 29
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School safety
Despite ‘less intrusive’ metal detectors, NYC schools will still require X-ray scanning of backpacks
Education Department officials aren’t planning to take advantage of the device’s major selling point: allowing students to walk through without removing their backpacks.

By Michael Elsen-Rooney

 | March 28
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New York City Department of Education
139,000 NYC families submit applications to Summer Rising, far more than available seats
The program’s popularity likely means thousands of families won’t get a seat.

By Alex Zimmerman

 | March 28
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Charters & Choice
Success Academy, NYC’s largest charter network, considers Florida expansion
New York has been “a rather hostile political environment” for charter schools, Success CEO Eva Moskowitz said Wednesday.

By Alex Zimmerman

 | March 27
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Community & Wraparound Programs
Could universal after-school become a reality for NY? One Brooklyn state senator hopes so.
Brooklyn state Sen. Zellnor Myrie recently introduced legislation for the state’s Office of Children and Family Services to conduct a feasibility study for universal after-school.

By Amy Zimmer

 | March 27
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P.S. Weekly Podcast
LISTEN: Migrant students navigate a new reality in NYC schools
P.S. Weekly talks with students and educators about the challenges migrant students are facing.

By Amy Zimmer

 | March 27
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Curriculum and instruction
How NYC teachers, students can make the most of the upcoming solar eclipse
The next total solar eclipse in the state will not occur until 2079.

By Julian Shen-Berro

 | March 26
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ChicagoHere’s how to vote in Chicago’s Local School Council elections


Politics & PolicyNY state education officials unveil 300-page report on mayoral control. Here’s what they found.


ColoradoElecciones 2024: Votantes de Colorado, ¿de qué deberían hablar los candidatos presidenciales?


Higher EducationThere’s a new student debt relief plan from Biden. Here’s what you need to know.
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If you value Chalkbeat, consider making a donation
Chalkbeat is a nonprofit newsroom dedicated to providing the information families and educators need, but this kind of work isn’t possible without your help.
Donate
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Connect with your community
Find upcoming New York events
Events

Events
	April 13Dock Street School Autism Acceptance 5K



	April 13Brooklyn Book Bodega @ Poetry in the Park (Book Giveaway All Ages)



	April 13Poetry as Pedagogy: Nuyorican Poetry



	April 16Reading Reform in NYC: Teaching Kids, Empowering Parents, Supporting Teachers



	April 17Inside P.S Weekly: Meet the students and adults behind the new podcast
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Find your next education job.
Jobs

Jobs
	Elementary Principal
	School Psychologist (PK-12)
	Principal &#8211; Middle School/High School
	Meeker High School Science Teacher
	Middle School Teacher ($140,000 Salary)
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Assessment and testing
As schools gear up for computer-based state testing, some NYC educators are nervous
This year, fifth and eighth grade students will shift to computer-based state exams. Some educators worry the move will affect performance.

By Julian Shen-Berro

 | March 25
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NYC graduation rates remained essentially flat in 2023, according to new state data
The data comes as state education officials are engaged in a multi-year effort to rethink high school graduation requirements.

By Julian Shen-Berro

 | March 21
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Community & Wraparound Programs
Nearly $7 million in after-school cuts leave programs scrambling
Mayor Eric Adams is cutting nearly $7 million from NYC’s after-school program, scrapping about 3,500 seats at a time when interest in programs is on the rise.

By Amy Zimmer

 | March 21
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Vulnerable populations
One year later: Anger lingers after contentious Manhattan school swap
Seven Edward A. Reynolds West Side High School teachers and a student who spoke to Chalkbeat said the move to the new space has worsened their school experience in almost every way.

By Michael Elsen-Rooney

 | March 20
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P.S. Weekly Podcast
Introducing P.S. Weekly: Meet the students behind a new podcast from Chalkbeat and The Bell
Listen to the sounds of the NYC school system. From Chalkbeat and The Bell, this student-created podcast explores pressing issues facing schools. Episodes will air Wednesday mornings.

By Amy Zimmer

 | March 20
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How I Teach
This Bronx teacher created a computer science track at an arts school
Maha Hasen has made it her mission to bring computer science to Fordham High School for the Arts and reach more girls.

By Amy Zimmer

 | March 19
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Community & Wraparound Programs
Newly arrived young adults face challenges to NYC school enrollment
Federal law that protects the educational rights of homeless children and youth under 21 says young adults should be enrolled in school immediately, but the city is not meeting this requirement, advocates say.

By Daniel Parra, City Limits

 | March 19
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En Español
Jóvenes inmigrantes recién llegados enfrentan dificultades para matricularse en escuelas de Nueva York
La ley federal protege los derechos a la educación de los niños y jóvenes menores de 21 años sin hogar y establece que los jóvenes adultos deben ser matriculados inmediatamente en la escuela, pero la ciudad no está cumpliendo este requisito, dicen los defensores.

By Daniel Parra, City Limits

 | March 19
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Early Childhood Education
Banks hints that steep cuts to early childhood education could be reversed
The early childhood cuts, if reversed, would be the latest item slashed by Adams in recent months to get restored thanks to what city officials describe as an improving budget picture.

By Michael Elsen-Rooney

 | March 18
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David Banks
NYC chancellor’s latest defense of mayoral control could fuel opposition, observers say
The schools chancellor said he had “no interest in serving as a chancellor in a system where you don’t really have the authority to make real decisions.”

By Julian Shen-Berro

 | March 15
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Curriculum and instruction
Drama at NYC performing arts school: Students take lead role to save theater program
The Professional Performing Arts School, a Manhattan public school with such alums as Jeremy Allen White, Alicia Keys, and Britney Spears, is losing its theater program.

By Amy Zimmer

 | March 13
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Racial Justice
NYC sees spike in misconduct complaints against parent leaders as tensions flare
The spike in grievances is a sign that parent leaders are now making use of a disciplinary process slowly rolled out over two years.

By Michael Elsen-Rooney

 | March 13
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COVID & Mental Health
To help student mental health, NYC Council wants to expand peer programs
Peer-to-peer support models have gained traction at schools both locally and nationwide.

By Julian Shen-Berro

 | March 12
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Community & Wraparound Programs
NYC’s youth shelter system locks out hundreds as migrants seek entry
Nearly 500 teens and young adults turned away in the second half of 2023, up from seven in the first half, according to data obtained by THE CITY.

By Gwynne Hogan, THE CITY

 | March 12
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School segregation / integration
Match day: High school offers bring excitement and anxiety to NYC’s eighth graders
Thousands of eighth grade students nervously awaited their high school placements on Thursday.

By Julian Shen-Berro

 | March 7
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New York City Department of Education
NYC schools bring back chicken dumplings, French toast sticks, burritos after outcry
The reversal comes after city officials have struggled to provide a clear rationale for the menu cuts.

By Alex Zimmerman

 | March 7
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New York City Department of Education
After technical snafu, NYC says staggered school start times may be necessary for remote snow days
During an oversight hearing, local lawmakers grilled city officials about why families couldn’t log on for remote learning during a snowstorm on Feb. 13.

By Alex Zimmerman

 | March 6
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Charters & Choice
NYC sues state education commissioner over order to pay charter school’s ‘inflated’ rent
Advocates and lawmakers have raised concerns that some charter schools may be taking advantage of a state law requiring the city to cover their rental costs.

By Michael Elsen-Rooney

 | March 6
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Politics & Policy
Donald Trump falsely claims migrants are displacing NYC students. The city has empty seats.
Enrollment in the city’s public schools still remains about 9% below pre-pandemic levels.

By Alex Zimmerman

 | March 5
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A new FAQ guides NYC teachers through questions about antisemitism
The resource was developed for educators by the Museum of Jewish Heritage, and comes as the city grapples with rising antisemitism and Islamophobia in schools.

By Julian Shen-Berro

 | March 5
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